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QUESTION 1

Magdalena wants to allow the users of her application to rearrange and change the settings for some views (including
private views), to allow them to optimize their experience in the application. 

How does she best do this? 

A. Select the "Create Personal view/folders" option in the ACL, Select the "Allow customizations" option in the Database
properties and the "Default design for new folders and views" option in the View properties. 

B. Unselect the "Create Personal view/folders" option in the ACL. Select the "Allow customizations" and "Resizable"
options in the View properties. 

C. Select the "Allow customizations" and "Default design for new folders and views" options in the View properties. 

D. Select the "Allow customizations" option in the View properties and select the "Save User settings" option in the
Column properties. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which one of the following contains data types stored as summary data by default? 

A. All data types are stored in the summary buffer 

B. Rich text, file attachments, embedded OLE objects 

C. Text, text lists, rich text 

D. Text, number, date/time, reader names 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Maria wants to populate a list with the values "Alpha", "Beta", and "Gamma". What syntax should she use in the
formula? 

A. "Alpha", "Beta", "Gamma" 

B. "Alpha"; "Beta"; "Gamma" 

C. "Alpha": "Beta": "Gamma" 

D. "Alpha" and "Beta" and "Gamma" 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Mahesh must ensure that only users with the DbAdmin role can edit the Price field on the Product form. The other fields
on the form are editable by all users. 

How can Mahesh restrict who can edit the Price field? 

A. From the Security tab of the Field Properties, select the [DbAdmin] role in the Edit Enabled option. 

B. Place the Price field in a computed subform. 

C. Add an Input Enabled formula to the Price field. Use the formula: @IsMember["DbAdmin]"; @UserRoles) 

D. Add a computed Authors field to the Product form. For the field value, specify @If(@ThisName="Price"; "[DbAdmin]";
"") 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Minh supports the Change Control database. He has been asked if he can change the "by Month" Calendar view so that
the days that are outside of the selected month are displayed with a light gray background and dark gray text. 

What can Minh do to address this request? 

A. Create a hidden column immediately before the StartDate column in the view. Select the "Use value as color" option.
Code a formula to evaluate to one set of RGB values for Background and Text if the date is in the current month, and a
different set of RGB values for dates outside the current month. 

B. Modify the "Date Area" option on the View properties Styles tab. Select a light gray background and set the Text color
to dark gray. Modify the colors for background and text in the Current option area to differentiate the gray scheme. 

C. Modify the "Monthly" option on the View properties Styles tab. Select a light gray color for the "Not current" color, and
select a dark gray color for the Text color. 

D. This request cannot be met completely, but Minh can set the Body Background color for the entire view on the View
properties Styles tab. He can then control the Text colors by creating a hidden column set to "Use value as color", and
by coding a column value formula to evaluate to RGB values. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

When Eduardo tried to save a document, he got the following error message: Incorrect data type for operator or
@Function: Text Expected. 

Which one of the following did he most likely do to cause this to happen? 

A. He combined a text and a time field in a formula. 

B. He neglected to place a formula in a validation event. 

C. He neglected to place a formula in a translation event. 
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D. He entered text in a number field. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

In the Video form, the OrderDate field (which shows when the video can be ordered) is calculated based on the Date
field (which displays the release date). The order date is 30 days prior to the release date. 

Which one of the following formulas will calculate the OrderDate value? 

A. @If(Date != "";Date ?30;@Failure(There is no current release date")) 

B. @Number(date) ?30 

C. @Adjust(Date;0;0;30;0;0;0) 

D. @Adjust(Date;0;0-30;0;0;0) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Malik needs to find all the design elements that reference a particular field in his database. How could he accomplish
this? 

A. File ?Application ?Analyze Design 

B. Edit ?Find Next 

C. Edit ?Find/Replace 

D. File ?Application ?Design Synopsis 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

When Robert created a Response form, he set the "Formulas inherit values from selected document" option on the form
properties. The "Status" field on the Review form is also named "Status" on the inheriting form. However, the form does
not inherit any data. 

Which one of the following most likely caused this problem? 

A. The inheriting form is not a Response form. 

B. He specified the same field names on both forms. 

C. He failed to provide inheritance formulas for each field. 

D. He failed to specify the form type. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Muriel has integrated an outline into her database to provide the navigation, and she has verified that the functionality is
correct. Instead of displaying the default folder icons to indicate when an outline entry can be expanded, Muriel would
like to display a plus sign, similar to what she sees in the Domino Designer interface when looking at the outline of
design elements for a database, and similar to what her users see when they open Windows Explorer. 

How can Muriel get the desired appearance for her outline? 

A. Open the Outline Entry properties box for each expanded entry. From the Info tab, select Image and select "OS
style". 

B. Open the outline and from the Outline properties box, select the Styles tab. Select "Three options". In the options
area that now displays, select "Show twisties", and select "OS style. 

C. Create or locate graphics of the plus sign and the minus sign. Copy these graphics as expand.gif and collapse.gif to
the server\\'s domino\graphics folder, replacing the default icons. 

D. Open the Embedded Outline properties box from the page on which the outline is embedded. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Greg has created a form with several fields that get their data from an external relational database system based on a
key field. DECS is installed. 

Which one of the following must he have done to achieve this functionality? 

A. Created a data connection resource 

B. Manually imported the data from the relational database 

C. Created an embedded RDBMS link 

D. Created an ODBC connection resource 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

The @Formula statements that Gustavo is entering for validation formulas on his Form are in a smaller font than he
would prefer. 

How can Gustavo adjust the font that he sees while he is coding within Domino Designer? 

A. Select Application Properties from the Application Navigator. Select Fonts from the Script area of Options. Select the
desired font, size, and color. 
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B. Create a style sheet with a class named "DesignerScript", set the desired font attributes and import the CSS. Right-
click on the Style Sheet and select Designer Default. 

C. Select File > Preferences > Domino Designer. Locate the Appearance section. Select Script > Fonts. Select the
desired font, size, and color. 

D. Right-click within the Programmer\\'s Pane to open the Programmer\\'s Pane Properties. Select the desired font, size,
and color. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Management has asked Bob to post an introductory Welcome page when Notes users first open the Video application. 

In which one of the following places should Bob put the Welcome message? 

A. In the application About Document 

B. In the first Page in the application design 

C. In a document named $Welcome 

D. In the application Using Document 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Wesley is able to see documents in the Suggestion application that have his name listed in the "SuggestionContact"
field. He cannot see any other documents nor can he edit the documents he can see. 

What level of access does Wesley have in the ACL for this application? 

A. Author 

B. Reader 

C. Depositor 

D. Editor 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A system administrator needs to give Web users access to databases on DomServer1/Acme. Presently, only Lotus
Notes clients are allowed to access the database using TCP/IP. 

What should the system administrator do? 
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A. Add HTTP access to the DomServer1/Acme Domino directory. 

B. Add WebService access to the DomServer1/Acme Domino directory. 

C. Add HTTP to the list of server tasks in the DomServer1/Acme Notes.ini file. 

D. Add WebService to the list of server tasks in the DomServer1/Acme Notes.ini file. 

Correct Answer: C 
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